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Abstract 

The Tev I antiproton .Accunulator utilizes three 
“core” stochastic cooling syste7s: t+40 identical CY 
and V) transverse systems; j and a m’omentum cooling 
system. All three incorporate similar hardware, 
working 11 the 7-4 CHz microwave band. After several 
comc.ssisning perids those systems are found to work 
very cenrly to the original lesign specifications. 
Cool :rg t F s t s have been oerformed with 521 ma 
Cl.SxlO “1 artiprctons and 526 ma (2.6~10") proton 
beams. 

In*,roduction 

In addition to the main stacking cooling system,’ 
core cooling systems are needed for two reasons. 
First, the nxpsnent,ially growing (in momentum orbit! 
stack tall profile (see Figure 2) must be terminat,ed 
over a very small monentllm so as to avoid stack loss 
.+t ‘he dell (inner I” 011” case) while utilizing the 
f’ul 1 ,apt?rture. Secord, indivi~iual xitiprotons :ipend 
a relatively short time in the Debuncier and stack 
t’3ll systems so that full cooling, commensurate tiith 
the stacking period !> ‘4 hours) is not realized, 
especially in the transverse planes. Thus lower gain 
ht hllp ultimate density Core systems can best 
;rep;re tk.p accunulated p’s for transfer ts the FNAL. 
Main R11g. on :he othe- hand, with such long 
effective cooling times, "noise" perturbations (along 
[with IYS) will limi: the asymptotic density. 

P schematic, block diagram of the three core 
cooling system is given in Figure 1. All systems run 
1n the (nominal) 2-4 GHz microwave band W31Flg 
identical hardware for the “Out of vaczumn" 

electronics (e.g. TWT’s, hybrids, preamps). ‘rhe 
3ickup/kicker arrays are also essentially identical 
(see Figure 2) except that. the grouping and physical 
location cf loops is necessarily different for the 
momentum system. 
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Figure 1 

'igllre?. km tube wall inner face of transverse ?-i:CHz 
nick uP loop row. ‘irat four PU Pockets have loons. 
!>oons absent in next nacC.ets. To the riF,ht is a stri?-- 
line combiner board with sma transition in loi:cr KH 
corner anil loon rorinectii~i~ nins next tc loop pocl:ets. 

Since reieirant currerts in the 4ccumulator are 
-103 greater tlan for the Debuncher , tie pickup 
signal for all core systems is automatically so much 
larger that special cooled preamplifiers are 
unnecessary. : St,andard commercial !VITEQ) 5-q CHZ 
GaAsFet units are used. Performance parameters are 
summarized in the following table. 

Accumulator rare System Parameters 

Frequency range 
Pickup loop characteristic impednnce: Y/V 

AP/D 
Beam gap 
Loop plate length 
Pickup resistor temperature Ap/p 

H,V 
Number of loop pairs AP/P 

H,V each 
Pickup/kicker sensitivity d(O,O) 
Preamp noise temperature 
T~dT’s - each system 

2-11 CHz 
“?jn 

*oari 
-3 cm 

2.4 cm 
80°K 

300°K 
2x16 

a 
1.59 
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Transverse Systems 

Each transverse system consists of identical 
pickup ani kllksr arrays. 
IP*‘ldP i,op pa1 -s :op?Oir?:l 

Eact a’;;; “;;;;;;I~ 9,;;: 
FiC”“S.5 r . 

grouoing of S 1s the same as employed for Ka!;t, 
--oLln{ in +h,= Cebuncher. StrIpline combine- bonr,-ls 
11 ‘“‘act”? ) :i I:” the coherent, half signals. These 
sumed s:q-nals [top/bottom or left/right;) ar9 
%-3rsmlet,Pd from the strl?llnc~ co vacuum wal 1 vi a 
scsclal “open” 500 coax. W:th some d1”f1culty we 
‘w?re a’z~le to make such arrays sppea- matched to back 
Injected ‘iOi? slgnsls, with retrir!? loss at least 13 db 
wzross I,ie band. The t-ansltlons: between loop plate 
and coax; between coax and strIplIne; and stripllne 
to c?ai[ ,ab:ailn were the sourse.s :f mismatch. 

For productlon unlfo-mi:y the pu’s confalned :he 
Sin-l? =1’3OQ, low, terminating resrstors which 
functioned as loads in the kickers. 

The !f and V plckup arrays are located at the 
center 0; the A10 (zero dispersion) long straight 
section. The difference signal 1s formed and 
ampllfled near the PlJ tanks and subsequently piped 
straight across the ring, via air coax, to kickers in 
the center of tie adjacent (A30) long straight where 
t’v? TWT’s were located. TWT’s are 2C0W saturated 
power units ldentlcal to those in the 7ebuncher. 

Momentum System 

The Ap/p core kicker at (4180) contains twice as 
many loop pairs as the Y/V syst m’s. The PU works 
according to the “Palmer Yethod”. 5 Therefore it 1s 
located in a dispersive straight (~601. A well 
defined core momentum 1s deflne’d by subtracting the 
sum signals (even mode) fro,n two parallel groups of 
16 loop pairs each. These two groups are separated 
by 60 MeV/c (8 cm, spatially) as shown in Figure 3. 
The in vacuuo slgnal combl?ation 1s slightly 
different In that groups c?f four loops are stripllne 
combined. Secondarv _ strlpllne combiner boards are 
then used t,r> comblna group of four signals. 

I - 1;; ::1 1;: 1: tpJ+:’ 1. .--jLi:‘::::” 
I 

~ ~ ; ; 

,I-~ ,I-~ 

~~- ~~- 
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Fig~lre 3. Spectrum analyser trace of CORE momen- 
tum distribution in preparation for transfer to 
TEVETROK. A andB represent the two momentum cooling 
loop rows. Dotted curve shows full profile during 
accumulation. Shoulder at right is aperture limit. 

Since all core slplals are applied to the beam at 
zero dispersion, they lnf Luence all stack t311 
particles. However the phase :s in ger.eral wren* for 
c,oo117E! (Y/V) 0” conta1r.s n> coherent oart Ip,p/p). 
This presents no problem for the rapidly dlffuslnj 
tall part:cles, but requires swi:chirg core systw- 
off for aperture diagnostic studies. 

Speratinna! Ylstsry 

The co-e system wre ‘1rst 1nstal Led 1 I? I;h,- 
:ccumulator in 1985. The oonmissionlng proceede 1 
Sufflcientlp to achieve sevlra.1 173. ,c9reS for Tev : r 
-p co1 LlsiQns in October 1?85. Ourlng t’his period 
and subsequent protor. dlagnost,ic rum3 ln early 1956 
sallent problems were investigated. The Ap/p system 
was reworked ",O optimize t?e null closed orbit. 
Transverse heating of the core by lnperfect effective 
electrical alignment of the stack tail kickers with 
respect to the closed orbit was identrfled as a 
principle llmltation to core current. This 
represented a heating of the core in direct, 
competition with the H/V cooling, the tall kickers 
being at ZC??O dlsprrslnn. h-ov1slon ii,as made to 
adjiust stack tail kicker tank tilt and to diagnose 
this heating. Finally an automated system to measure 
cooling system transfer functions was developed.4 

Commissioning with these improved features 
commenced in September 198G. Stack cores of up to 21 
ma p’s and 26 ma p’s have besn accumulated !deslgn 
=50ma) .* For >25 ma :2.5x'?") g’s we have approached 
wlthln a factor two of the design peak core density 
(5 2xlO”/ev-s), . with transverse emittances better 
than design (2~x211 Mm!. 

Performance 

Ideally the Ax/p system centers the core ,nldwny 
between its PU rows (75 M$V/7 lower momentum wit? 
respect to stacking orbit-). A null slgnal 15 
expected from ttl1s cent,er orblt. Figure 43 
Illustrates the actual results. The degree of signal 
suppressInn (gain) we practically run with 1s also 
shown, Figure 4b reveals the actual null by scanning 
II-I momentum with a probe beam. 

Figure 4. 3976th harmonic Schottky band for 17.3 ma. 
Light trace: CORE cooling off. Dark trace: cooling 
on. Position of CORE PU sensitivity null determined 
by probe beam relative signal (open circles). 
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wlas1ng of the Ap/p system signal has proven 
critical. The network analyzer transfer function 
meas J-ments for tkf;q purpose are the same as for all 
our other systems. In setting the net electronic 
delay a compromise is reached between optimal core 
proflle cooling force and prope- “matching” to the 
stack tail flux. It is observed that the peak core 
density we achieve is essentially independent of 
current, for currents(-2 ma) glvlng srgnificantly 
greater than unity S/N. Presumably this is connected 
with the smearing of the expected PU null. 
Sxtrapolating this trend we 
design COFF! density 

(6,2;;;fo,;;;;;e “y”y; 

cllrrent. 

Although desrgn transverse emittances have been 
achieved we also measure directly the transverse 
cooling rates via Schottky scan evolution. At large 
S/N levels (>lO ma) these rates approach wi!+“;;,; 
factor of three of the simple model estimate T 1 
(\l=mixing factor=1 0.7). Figure 5 illustrates the S/N 
of transverse signals and typical Physics run signal 
suppression (galnf. 

itrrt ireg 2.“‘I118 ‘HZ stop rreq 2.499918 
Figure 5. An upper horizontal sideband Schottky 
signal. Top trace: CORE cooling off. Lower trace: 
cooling on. Circulating current is 17.3 ma. 

Typical core conditions (stack tail off) just 
previous to a transfer to the Tevatron are 
illustrated in Figure 6. Under such conditions beam 
lifetimes >300 hrs. have been observed, consistant 
with observed single scattering loss 
pA/hr and 

rategOof -:OO 
mean ring pressure -1.5x1 3 Torr. 

Studies of the accumulation rate indicate attrition 

from the core which increases with stack current. At 
present this is a substantial effect at 
amounting to -15% of 

20 ma4 
our input rate (-800 uA/hr). 

Apparently this is caused by a residual transverse 
heating from stacktail kicker misalignment. 
Increasing core transverse emittance as a function of 
stored current (tail on) is also observed. 

Core Density and Emittance 

628938 FP*.a”.“Cy <HZ ah-l, 628988 
Figure 6. Plots of CORE momentum density and trans- 
verse emittance as a function of revolution frequency. 
Special program calculates these from spectrum 
analyser Schottky scans. 
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